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bstract

The operations of fuel cell stacks in fuel cell vehicle are dynamic. During dynamic loading, the oxidant starvation often occurs, due to the gas
esponse rate lagging the loading rate. To study the transient behavior of the fuel cell stack at load changes, the measuring methods of current and
emperature distribution are developed. In this paper, the current distribution and temperature distribution as well as their dynamic changes in fuel
ell stack have been evaluated in situ. The experimental results show that the local current and temperature rise when load rapidly. The extent of

emperature fluctuation during dynamic loading is significantly influenced by air stoichiometries, loading rates, and air relative humidities. When
ir stoichiometry is very low, the temperature of cathode inlet rises sharply. The quicker the loading rate is, the bigger the extent of temperature
uctuation is. With increasing air relative humidity, the transient temperature of cathode inlet rises, while the transient temperature of cathode
utlet decreases. This paper will provide reference for durability researches on fuel cell vehicles (FCVs).
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. Introduction

The depletion of fossil fuels and the degradation of the envi-
onment have led to an interest in hydrogen as a fuel for trans-
ortation applications. The proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PEMFC) possesses several highly advantageous features such
s a low-operating temperature, sustained operation at high cur-
ent, low weight, potential for low cost and volume, fast start
p, and suitability for discontinuous operation [1–4]. These fea-
ures currently make the PEMFC as the most promising and
ttractive candidate for electric vehicle power [5–7]. Successful
ommercialization and acceptance of fuel cell power systems
ill demand that these products are as durable and reliable as

xisting internal combustion engine. [8].
Because operations of fuel cell stacks in fuel cell vehicles
FCVs) are dynamic, the transient behavior at load changes
hould be considered for the control, design, and optimum oper-
tion of fuel cell stacks. These transient operations may result
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n the oxidant starvation due to gas response rate lagging the
oading rate, which will affect the durability and reliability of
uel cell stacks further [9–12]. So improving on dynamic char-
cteristics of fuel cell has become the key for prolonging FC
ife in FCV application. However, most of the studies of PEM-
Cs focused on steady operation, only a few authors considered

ransient behaviors of stacks [13–17]. Kim et al. [18] studied the
ffect of air stoichiometry on dynamic performance of PEMFC
nder load change. The results of their experiments indicated
hat when loading off and loading on, overshoot and undershoot
ehavior will occur, respectively.

To study the effects of dynamic loading on fuel cell stacks,
he measuring methods of current distribution and temperature
istribution are developed in this paper. The current distribution,
emperature distribution, and their dynamic changes inside fuel
ell stack during dynamic loading have been observed in situ.

. Experimental
.1. Preparation of mini-size thermocouples

The mini-size thermocouples were prepared using a pair of
.1 mm copper–constantan thermocouple wires. One end was
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Fig. 1. The schematic drawing of mini-size thermocouples calibration.

elded as the working end (hot end) for measuring inside fuel
ell temperature and another end (cool end) was taken as refer-
nce end. The mini-size thermocouples were calibrated before
eing used. The method of calibration is shown in Fig. 1. The
ool end was embedded in a mixture of ice and water keep-
ng 0 ◦C and the hot end and a standard thermometer were put
nto a simulating working medium. The prepared mini-size ther-

ocouples were demarcated under different temperatures. The
esults are shown in Fig. 2.

.2. Installation of thermocouples in the stack and
easurements of temperature distribution

A 16-cell stack was assembled using metal composite bipolar
lates and MEAs. The metal composite bipolar plates included
hin metal plates served as the separators and the flow fields
hat were parallel channel pattern formed by stamped method
sing expanded graphite plates. While, the MEAs consisted of
afion 212 membranes, catalyst layers with a total Pt loading of
.8 mg cm−2, and Toray paper as gas diffusion layers. The active

rea of MEA was 270 cm2. Three mini-size thermocouples were
mbedded in the upper surfaces of the cathode flow field at the
ighth cell of stack in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. The calibrating results of mini-size thermocouples.
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ig. 3. Schematic diagram of positions of mini-size thermocouple on the cathode
ow field plate.

The experiments were conducted in the auto mode, using
36 kW Fuel Cell Test Station (FCATS-H36000, Hydrogen-

cs, Canada) and a water-cooled electronic load system from
DI (WCL488400-1000-12000) that had a maximum current
f 1000 A. The loading response time of this electronic load
as short, less than 0.1 s from 0 to 500 mA cm−2. The hydro-
en and air flow rates were controlled by smart mass flow. The
ydrogen and air were humidified using high-pressure steam.
he relative humidity of anode and cathode sides was accurately
djusted by changing dew point temperature. The operation tem-
erature and pressure of stack was kept at 60 ◦C and ambient
ressure.

.3. Measurement of current distribution

The measurement of current distribution inside a single
uel cell is set up. To measure current distribution, the cath-
de flow field was segmented. The 15 graphite segments
23.2 mm × 62 mm) were integrated into the endplate made of
rganic glass in Fig. 4. Each segment was connected with a
eparate current output line. Current was measured using a cur-
ent mutual inductance element. The MEA and anode flow field

re the same with those used in measuring temperature dis-
ribution. The current distribution of fuel cell was measured
sing the electronic load (PLZ664WA, Kikusui Electronics,
apan).

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of current distribution measurement.
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ent zones inside the fuel cell are different with different loading
rates. The load change is from 0 to 135 A (500 mA cm−2). The
loading times from 0 to 500 mA cm−2 are arranged, respectively,
for <0.1 s (response time of electronic load), 1, 3, 5, and 10 s. As
ig. 5. Current distribution of different positions inside the fuel cell at loading
00 mA cm−2.

. Results and discussion

.1. Current distribution under different air stoichiometries

Fig. 5 gives the current distribution of different positions
nside the fuel cell at a fixed loading. It can be seen that the
urrents are different at different positions along the air flow
irection. Also at different air stoichiometries, the current dis-
ributions are different. At the low air stoichiometry of 1.2, the
urrent near the cathode inlet is larger than those of other zones.
he main cause is that when air stoichiometry is very low, the
xidant starvation occurs near the cathode outlet which leads to
he reaction resistance increases near the cathode outlet. So the
urrent reduces dramatically near the cathode outlet. As constant
urrent mode has been adopted, the current near the cathode inlet
ncreases dramatically.

On the other hand, at the high air stoichiometry of 3, the
xidant is sufficient for fuel cell, thus near the cathode outlet,
he oxidant starvation is not likely to occur. As a result, the
urrent distribution in fuel cell is more uniform.

.2. The temperature fluctuation in fuel cell with different
ir stoichiometries during dynamic loading

Fig. 6 describes the temperature fluctuations in different
ones during dynamic loading from 0 to 500 mA cm−2, air stoi-
hiometry = 1.2. It can be seen that the temperature fluctuations
n different zones of fuel cell are different during dynamic load-
ng. As is illustrated in Fig. 5, when the air stoichiometry is very
ow, the current near the cathode inlet increases dramatically,
hich results in the dramatic increase of the temperature near

he cathode inlet too. While in the moment of dynamic loading,
ue to the gas response rate lagging the loading rate, the oxidant

tarvation becomes more severe, in this case, the air stoichiom-
try is less than 1. The temperature of cathode inlet increases to
2 ◦C, while the corresponding temperature of cathode outlet is
nly 52 ◦C.

F
c

ig. 6. The temperature fluctuations in different zones during dynamic loading
rom 0 to 500 mA cm−2, air stoichiometry = 1.2.

To better observe temperature fluctuation inside the fuel cell,
he temperature change in cathode inlet zone is observed espe-
ially. The temperature fluctuations of cathode inlet at different
ir stoichiometries are shown in Fig. 7. With air stoichiometry
ecreasing, the oxidant starvation becomes more severe during
ransient loading, and the highest temperature reached is higher.
lso, as shown in Fig. 7, even when the operation reaches steady

tate, the temperature at low stoichiometry keeps a rather high
alue too. So increasing air stoichiometry can reduce the extent
f temperature change inside fuel cell under dynamic running.

.3. The temperature fluctuation in fuel cell with different
oading rate

Fig. 8 illustrates the transient temperature changes in differ-
ig. 7. The temperature fluctuations at cathode inlet with different air stoi-
hiometries, dynamic loading from 0 to 500 mA cm−2.
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ig. 8. Transient temperature changes inside the fuel cell with different loading
ates, air stoichiometry = 2.0, dynamic loading from 0 to 500 mA cm−2.

s shown, with the loading rate decreasing, the transient tempera-
ure of cathode inlet reduces, however, the transient temperature
f cathode outlet increases. When the loading rate is very fast
t 0.1 s/500 mA cm−2, the temperature of cathode inlet is much
igher than that of cathode outlet. The possible reason is that the
oading rate is too fast to result in the oxidant starvation. While
he loading rate is slower than 5 s/500 mA cm−2, the cathode
utlet temperature turns out to be higher than that of cathode
nlet. These phenomena can be explained by which air-supplied
ate is able to meet the demand of essential air stoichiometry,
onsequently the oxidant starvation does not occur.

To better understand fuel cell dynamic behavior, the influ-
nce of loading rate on the temperature in the cathode inlet is
nvestigated especially. The temperature fluctuations at the cath-

de inlet with different loading rates are shown in Fig. 9. The
aster the loading rate is, the higher the transient temperature
s. The air supplying cannot meet the demand of essential sto-
chiometry when rapid loading. As seen in Fig. 10, the voltage

ig. 9. The temperature fluctuations at cathode inlet with different loading rates,
ir stoichiometry = 2.0, dynamic loading from 0 to 500 mA cm−2.
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ig. 10. The performance changes with different loading rates, air stoichiome-
ry = 2.0, dynamic loading from 0 to 500 mA cm−2.

f fuel cell stack appears undershoot during transient period of
ynamic loading. While the loading rate is quicker, the degree of
ndershoot is bigger. The cathode potential drops due to the lack
f oxygen, and the cell voltage generally drops to very low lev-
ls or may even become negative [19]. The experimental results
how that the dynamic rapid loading will affect the stability of
uel cell stacks. As a result, in order to improve the stability and
ifetime of fuel cell stacks, the dynamic loading rate should be
lowed as much as possible.

.4. The temperature change in fuel cell at different loading
egrees

Fig. 11 describes the temperature changes at cathode inlet at

ifferent loading degrees. As can been seen, the transient tem-
eratures reached are different when the rapid dynamic loading
egrees are different. The transient temperature rises obviously
hen loading degrees enhance. The main reason for this is that

ig. 11. Temperature changes at cathode inlet at different loading degrees, air
toichiometry = 2.0, loading response time < 0.1 s.
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110–121.
ig. 12. Transient temperature changes in cathode with different relative humid-
ty levels, dynamic loading from 0 to 500 mA cm−2, loading response time <
.1 s, air stoichiometry = 2.0.

he higher loading degrees result in the more severe oxidant
tarvation. So the degrees of transient temperature fluctuation
nlarge gradually when loading degrees increase.

.5. Transient temperature change in fuel cell with different
elative humidity levels during dynamic loading

As seen in Fig. 12, the experimental results show that the tran-
ient highest temperature at cathode inlet appears rising when
ir relative humidity rises during dynamic loading. It is well
nown that reactant humidity plays a critical role in the perfor-
ance of PEM fuel cells. When reactant relative humidity is

ery low, the membrane close to the inlet is relatively dry, in
his case the membrane resistance is very high, which leads to a
ower current, therefore, the temperature is relatively low. Along
he channel direction, more and more water is produced and the
embrane becomes better and better hydrated, thus the current

ncreases, so does the temperature. Hereby the temperature in
he middle of cathode is larger than the temperature of cathode
nlet. While in the cathode outlet, as the oxidant concentration is
ower or the oxidant starvation occurs, the current decreases, so
he temperature of cathode outlet is low. When reactant relative
umidity is increasing, the membrane at inlet becomes better
ydrated and its resistance decreases, thus the current increases
radually, so does the temperature, however, as constant current
ode is adopted, the currents both in the middle and outlet area

f cathode decrease gradually, and the corresponding tempera-
ures decrease gradually too.
. Conclusions

The measuring methods of current distribution and tem-
erature distribution are developed. In this paper, the current

[

urces 163 (2007) 966–970

istribution and temperature distribution as well as their
ynamic changes have been observed in situ. The experimental
esults show that the local current and temperature near
he cathode inlet rise evidently when dynamic loading, air
toichiometries, loading rates, loading degrees, and air relative
umidities have significant effects on the temperature inside
he fuel cell during dynamic loading. At low air stoichiometry,
he temperatures of cathode inlet rise sharply during dynamic
oading. During the transient period of dynamic loading, the
uicker the loading rate is, the bigger the extent of temperature
uctuation is. The temperature changes during dynamic loading
re different at different air relative humidities. With the increas-
ng of air relative humidity, the transient temperature of cathode
nlet rises, while the transient temperature of cathode outlet
ecreases. The main reason to the above experimental phenom-
na is that the oxidant starvation occurs during rapid dynamic
oading due to the gas response rate lagging the loading rate.
oth increasing air stoichiometry and reducing loading rates can

mprove the uniformity of current and temperature distribution
n fuel cell stack during rapid dynamic loading. The experimen-
al results can provide reference for durability researches on
CVs.
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